Comparison of PLA microparticles and alum as adjuvants for H5N1 influenza split vaccine: adjuvanticity evaluation and preliminary action mode analysis.
To compare the adjuvanticity of polymeric particles (new-generation adjuvant) and alum (the traditional and FDA-approved adjuvant) for H5N1 influenza split vaccine, and to investigate respective action mode. Vaccine formulations were prepared by incubating lyophilized poly(lactic acid) (PLA) microparticles or alum within antigen solution. Antigen-specific immune responses in mice were evaluated using ELISA, ELISpot, and flow cytometry assay. Adjuvants' action modes were investigated by determining antigen persistence at injection sites, local inflammation response, antigen transport into draining lymph node, and activation of DCs in secondary lymphoid organs (SLOs). Alum promoted antigen-specific humoral immune response. PLA microparticles augmented both humoral immune response and cell-mediated-immunity which might enhance cross-protection of influenza vaccine. With regard to action mode, alum adjuvant functions by improving antigen persistence at injection sites, inducing severe local inflammation, slightly improving antigen transport into draining lymph nodes, and improving the expression of MHC II on DCs in SLOs. PLA microparticles function by slightly improving antigen transport into draining lymph nodes, and promoting the expression of both MHC molecules and co-stimulatory molecules on DCs in SLOs. Considering the adjuvanticity and side effects (local inflammation) of both adjuvants, we conclude that PLA microparticles are promising alternative adjuvant for H5N1 influenza split vaccine.